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Introduction

I The accumulation of wealth of birth cohorts over time determines:

I Aggregate wealth

I Wealth inequality

I Aggregate saving flows

I Yet, we know very little about the life-cycle wealth dynamics of
subsequent generations

I Link to global wealth boom (Piketty and Zucman, 2014)?

I Link to ‘rich’s saving glut’ (Mian-Straub and Sufi, 2021; Bauluz,
Novokmet and Schularick, 2021)?
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Motivation: from W/Y ratios to generations?

Source: Piketty and Zucman (2014) and official balance sheets
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What we do

I New facts on life-cycle wealth accumulation and age-wealth
inequality

I US and France since 1950 and 1970, respectively

I Wealth and income data fully consistent with national accounts

I For the US (and France very soon!):

I Sources of wealth growth: (i) saving; (ii) capital gains, and (iii)
inheritances.

I Origin of aggregate saving flows: role of age vs. income shifts.
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1. Data and methodology
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Data

France: Adult wealth by age since 1970, consistent with official balance
sheets, from Garbinti, Goupille-Lebret and Piketty (2021 JEEA)

USA: The SCF+ covers US household wealth since 1950 (Kuhn,
Schularick and Stein, 2020 JPE)

I Add defined benefit pension wealth (Henriques and Sabelhaus, 2019)

I Re-scale asset categories and income components to be consistent
with macroeconomic aggregates (Albers et al, 2020; Blanchet and
Mart́ınez-Toledano, 2021)

I Split wealth equally between couples
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Methodology: Sources of wealth growth

I Decompose aggregate wealth growth into savings and capital gains
(Piketty and Zucman, 2014), by asset type (Artola Blanco et al.,
2021):

At+1 = (1 + qt+1,A)At + St+1,A

JST Method comparison with the JST Macrohistory Database

I This framework is then extended for each birth cohort i (Feiveson
and Sabelhaus, 2019; Wolff, 1999) by adding their inheritances:

Ai
t+1 = (1 + qt+1,A)Ai

t + S i
t+1,A + I it+1,A

see Estimation of inheritances
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2. New facts: life-cycle wealth and inequality
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US cohorts: lifecycle wealth

I Steeper wealth accumulation at middle ages for recent cohorts
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French cohorts: lifecycle wealth

I Steeper wealth accumulation at middle ages for recent cohorts
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Age-wealth inequality: absolute distance

I Drastic increase in wealth inequality between old and young adults
since the 1980s, stronger in the US
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Age-wealth inequality: shares in HHs wealth

I Drastic increase in wealth inequality between old and young adults
since the 1980s, stronger in the US
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3. Deconstructing life-cycle wealth accumulation
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Lifecycle wealth growth decomposition

I Define three big birth cohorts:

1. 1900-1929: age 20-60 centered around 1940-1970

2. 1930-1959: age 20-60 centered around 1970-2000

3. 1960-1989: age 20-60 centered around 2000-2030

I What role for:

1. Saving

2. Asset prices

3. Inheritances
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Sources of wealth growth (% group’s income)

see appendix: US cohort 1960-1989
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Saving (% group’s income)

I Saving reshuffling: increasing at middle ages; declining for old
adults
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Capital gains (% group’s income)

I Capital gains: Post-1980s boom in asset prices critical for recent
cohorts
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Inheritances (% group’s income)

I Inheritances: moderate role but rising over time
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Counterfactual W/Y ratios without capital gains

I Absent capital gains: similar wealth accumulation profiles
(virtually converging after retirement)
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4. Origins of aggregate household saving
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Aggregate US saving

I Very active debate on aggregate HH saving in the US (and
elsewhere!):

1. Who saves more/who saves less: Saez and Zucman, 2016; Mian,
Straub and Sufi, 2021a; Bauluz, Novokmet and Schularick, 2021;
Fagereneg et al., 2021; etc.

2. Determinants: income inequality? Demographic changes?: Mian,
Straub and Sufi, 2021b; Carvalho, Ferrero and Nechio, 2016; etc.
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#1: Who saves more/who saves less?

I Split adults into groups i based on within-birth cohort wealth
distribution: top 10 age group 20-39, bottom 90 age 20-39, etc

I Decompose aggregate saving across age-wealth groups:

St
Yt

=
∑
i

Sit
Yt
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US aggregate HH saving: 1952-2016

I Sustained decline until mid-2000s, back to post-WII levels afterward
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US aggregate HH saving: age-wealth groups

I Large increase saving of top 10 age 40-60; large decline age 60+
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US aggregate HH saving: 1962-1983 and 1995-2019

I US saving fell by around 2.5 pp of nat.income: the ”old”
outweighted the middle-aged top 10
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#2: Drivers of aggregate saving in the US

I Shift-share decomposition: similar to Mian, Straub and Sufi, 2021b
(MSS-2021)

I Define household saving-to-national income ratio as:

St
Yt

=
∑
i

sit · αit

I αit is income share and sit is saving rate out of income for group
i in period t
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Results in MSS-2021

I MSS-2021 study two hypothesis:

1. Rising income inequality: pool together top 10 of all age groups
(e.g., top-10 age 20-39, top-10 age 40-59, etc.)

2. Baby boomers transition: look at age groups (e.g. 20-34, 35-44, etc.)

I Shift share: 1995-2019 minus 1962-1983

I Limit:

1. Focus on the role of income shares, but saving rates explain most
variation in St

Yt

2. Critical differences within top-10 of different ages: e.g., top-10 age
40-60 vs top-10 age 60+
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What we want to explain

I Falling old-aged saving outweighted rising top-10 middle-aged
adults: why?
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Shift-share results: 1995-2019 minus 1962-1983

I Falling saving rates of 60+ outweighted rising income shares of
middle-aged adults
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Next steps

I Add France!

I Look at wealth accumulation of within-cohorts wealth groups

I Understand drivers of dissaving by old-aged adults

I Robustness checks: (i) non-corrected survey, (ii) different income
denominator, (iv) alternative estimates of inheritance flows
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Conclusion

I Much steeper life-cycle wealth accumulation profile for recent
cohorts

I Drastic increase in age-wealth inequality since the 1980s

I US

I Life-cycle saving re-shuffling: recent cohorts save more when at
middle ages AND dissave much more when old

I Boom in capital gain explains steeper W/Y profile in recent decades

I Decline in US household saving since the 1980s driven by dissaving
from old adults
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THANK YOU!
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Appendix
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Methodology I: ‘Unveiling’

I Growing % of households’ assets held indirectly through:

1. Investment funds (IFs).

2. Pension funds (PFs), e.g.; DB and DC pension plans.

I Equivalently for savings.

I We ‘unveil’ the indirect portfolio and saving of HHs looking at the
portfolio and investment of IFs and PFs.

I Decompose the portfolio of households into three assets: housing,
fixed-income assets and equity.

Go Back
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Comparison with JST

Figure 1: Annual capital gains (% national income) Go Back
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Methodology III: Inheritances and Gifts

Inheritances are computed using mortality rates adjusted for differential
mortality

I Adjust bequests for estate taxes and deductions (e.g charitable
giving)

I Bequests go to spouse if there is a surviving partner, else following
distribution of observed inheritances (Feiveson and Sabelhaus, 2019;
Blanchet, 2020)

I Gifts reported in survey since 1989, before assume 20% of
inheritance flow Alvaredo et al. (2017)

→ Size of bequests and gifts is increasing. Comparing with Feiveson and
Sabelhaus (2019); Alvaredo et al. (2017) shows that estimation of
bequests is robust. Go Back
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Estimation of Bequests

Figure 2: Bequests flowing out of the Household, in billions of 2016 USD

Go Back
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Comparison with AGP (2017)

Figure 3: Total flow of bequests as percentage of National income

Go Back
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Changes in age-wealth shares: shift-share exercise

I Trends in age-wealth shares could be driven by changes in: (i) size
of age groups; (ii) relative wealth differences.

I Shift-share exercise: keep one component constant and allow the
other component change as observed in the data:

shwi =
Ni

N
· wi

w
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Shift-share I: USA
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Shift-share II: France
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Shift-share: results

I Mean wealth differences across age groups most critical predictor of
wealth shares

I Changes in age structure predict a much smaller variation

I OVERALL: Rise in inequality between old and young when looking
at both W/Y ratios and wealth shares (the old got richer!)
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Macroeconomic trends: saving vs. capital gains
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Sources of wealth growth (% group’s income)

Go Back
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Wealth composition (% nat. income): cohort 1900-1929
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Wealth composition (% nat. income): cohort 1930-1969
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US portfolio composition (% net wealth): housing
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US portfolio composition (% net wealth): debt
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US portfolio composition (% net wealth): fixed-income
assets
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US portfolio composition (% net wealth): equity &
business assets
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US aggregate HH capital gains: wealth and age groups
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Saving rate (% group’s income): Top 10 all age groups
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Saving rate (% group’s income): Top 10 age 20-39
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Saving rate (% group’s income): Top 10 age 40-59
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Saving rate (% group’s income): Top 10 age 60-79
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Saving rate (% group’s income): Bottom 90 all age groups
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Saving rate (% group’s income): Bottom 90 age 20-39
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Saving rate (% group’s income): Bottom 90 age 40-59
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Saving rate (% group’s income): Bottom 90 age 60-79
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